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A reversible solid oxide fuel cell (RSOFC) is one system, which is capable of carrying out energy 

storage and power generation. In the electrolysis mode, an RSOFC acts as solid oxide electrolysis cell 

(SOEC), producing hydrogen (from water). In the fuel cell mode, an RSOFC acts as a solid oxide fuel 

cell (SOFC), generating electricity by electrochemical combination of hydrogen with air. This study 

addresses the fabrication of its key component– a hydrogen electrode-supported cell that uses different 

oxygen electrodes (La0.8Sr0.2MnO3−δ= LSM, La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 = LSCF) within its operation under 

the SOFC and SOEC modes. The resulting performances, both in the SOFC and SOEC modes, as 

functions of the systems operating parameters such as humidity and temperature are also reported. We 

find that the performances of the SOFC/SOEC are improved with operating temperature. Performances 

of a cell with oxygen electrode-LSM are better than those of the oxygen electrode-LSCF in the SOFC 

mode. Cell performance with oxygen electrode–LSCF performs better in the SOEC mode. 

Performances of cells with oxygen electrodes-LSM and LSCF decrease with humidity in the SOFC 

mode and increase with the SOEC mode. Structural changes within the oxygen electrode-LSCF after 

the ten SOFC/SOEC operations could be an interpretation for the obvious performance drops after ten 

SOEC/SOFC cycling operations. Furthermore, the compositional changes as well as weak connections 

of the cells using oxygen electrode–LSM from electrolytes after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling tests are the 

main reasons leading to performance drops. 

 

 

Keywords: Reversible Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (RSOFC); Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), Solid Oxide 

Electrolyzer Cell (SOEC);  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fuel cells have attracted global attention because of their high electrochemical efficiency and 

low emission. There are relatively few studies on low temp proton exchange membrane fuel cells 
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(PEMFCs) because of the high Pt catalyst cost, which is also susceptible to poisoning. PEMFCs also 

require resources for water and heat management, as well as for auxiliary reform. In contrast, there are 

more studies on high-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) [1, 2] because of their higher 

conversion efficiency, greater simplicity, and the obviated need for a Pt catalyst [3].  In fact, searching 

the electronic journal system Science Direct using the keywords “solid oxide fuel cell” for papers 

published during 2004 to 2013 yields 41,721 results. The input keywords “polymer electrolyte 

membrane fuel cell” and “proton exchange membrane fuel cell” yield 29,226 results, about 29.9% less 

than the number of studies on SOFCs.    

Anode/electrolyte/cathode materials currently used in SOFCs include porous ZrO2 stabilized 

with 8 mol% Y2O3 (8YSZ)/Ni as anodes (also used as a support for anode-supported cells), yttria-

stabilized zirconia (YSZ) as electrolytes, and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3−δ (LSM) as cathodes. The cathodes and 

anodes are known as the oxygen electrodes and the hydrogen electrodes, respectively. The anodes, 

electrolytes, and cathodes are aligned and hot-pressed to construct a multi-layer structure. A 

controlled, high-temp. sintering process is applied to remove the binder to manage the micro-structure, 

to enhance mechanical strength, and to lower interface resistance. These characteristics decide the 

performance of the sintered cell. LSM is employed as the oxygen electrode to electro-catalyze oxygen 

molecules and to form oxygen ions (O
2−

). These produced O
2−

 penetrate the YSZ electrolyte, attached 

to Ni onto the Ni/YSZ hydrogen electrode, and hereafter combined with hydrogen (H2), producing two 

electrons and water. Both hydrogen and oxygen electrodes must have ionic conductivity, and electrical 

conductivity, to increase the electro-chemical rate of the process. Compared with low-temp. fuel cells, 

SOFCs are highly efficient and inexpensive. However, progress in research and development of 

SOFCs has been limited because most investigators use cathode/electrolyte/anode fabricated in-house 

for study, stacking, and system application [4, 5].  

It is generally recognized that hydrogen as a clean media to replace fossil fuels, which are 

gradually decreasing in supply. Nevertheless, hydrogen does not exist naturally and requires extraction 

from hydrogen-containing species such as water. Alkaline electrolyzers (AEs) and proton-exchange 

membrane electrolyzers (PEMEs) operated at temp. below 100℃[6–8], have been commercialized. 

With fuel cells, hydrogen produced from electrolyzers is used to store additional energy during off 

peak periods and to liberate energy during peak periods. Nevertheless, AEs and PEMEs requires high 

power input, leading to low efficiency. Additionally, the use of two different units for energy storage 

(electrolyzers) and energy release (fuel cells) increase the complexity of the system  

Reversible solid oxide fuel cells (RSOFCs) are capable of carrying out energy storage and 

power generation. In the electrolysis mode, RSOFCs act as solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs), 

producing hydrogen (from water). In the fuel cell mode, RSOFCs act as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), 

generating electricity by electrochemical combination of hydrogen with air. Laguna-Bercero et al. [9] 

adopted La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF), LSM/YSZ, and Sc2O3 and CeO2 doped ZrO2, as well as 

Ni/YSZ as electrolytes and hydrogen electrodes, respectively. They concluded that LSCF and 

LSM/YSZ were good options for oxygen electrodes in zirconia-based electrolyte RSOFC. The 

researchers proposed conducting researches to realize the durability of these cells. Brisse et al. [10] 

adopted a commercially available SOFC (LSM/8YSZ/Ni-YSZ) thatworked in the electrolysis mode 

nearly 200 hours.  Decay was not found. 
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In this research, we briefly describe the fabrication of a hydrogen electrode/electrolyte/oxygen 

electrode using commercially available materials for the wide and rapid realization of 

SOFC/SOEC/RSOFC technology. We report the performance achieved with various oxygen electrodes 

(LSM, LSCF) in alternating SOEC and SOFC modes. Microstructures of the prepared hydrogen 

electrode/electrolyte/oxygen electrodes were examined for variations before and after operation of the 

SOFC/SOEC.   

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 OEIH manufacturing 

The hydrogen electrode /electrolyte/ oxygen electrode utilized in this research is based on a 

hydrogen electrode as a support using layers of green, porous NiO/YSZ tape (serial No: 42421, 50/50 

wt.% NiO/YSZ ratio, 180 μm thickness; ElectroScience Corp. ). The thickness and area of the porous 

NiO/YSZ tape supporter were 720 μm and D = 30 mm, respectively. 8YSZ tape (serial No: 42400, 8 

mol% YSZ, 18 μm thickness; Electro-Science Corp.) is utilized as electrolyte to conduct O
2-

. A 

functional layer (serial No: 42420, 30/70 wt.% NiO/YSZ ratio, 20 μm thickness; ElectroScience Corp.) 

is placed between the electrolyte and the hydrogen electrode to alleviate different thermal expansion 

rates under elevated -temperature operation. 

These materials (electrolyte/interlayer/hydrogen electrode (EIH)) are stacked and pressed and 

then put into a hot box with a dense zirconia cover and porous fiber cover to determine the curvature 

and variation of fired samples compared with those without cover during the firing process. The hot 

box temperature is arranged to raise from 30 °C to 600 °C at a rate of at 1.0 ℃/min and then from 600 

to 1400 °C at 2.0 °C/min. Finally, it is held at 1400 °C for 2 hrs to further sinter these materials 

together. The hot box is then cooled from 1400 to 700 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min and then cooled to 30 

°C naturally. The fired EIH is coated with the oxygen electrode, LSM paste (serial No: 4420, LSM; 

ESL Electro-Science Co. Ltd.) or La0.8Sr0.2 Co0.2Fe0.8 paste (serial No: 4421-A, LSCF, ESL Electro-

Science Co. Ltd), and then put into a hot box. The next step of the firing process involved raising the 

temperature from 30 °C to 600 °C at a rate of 1.0 °C/min and then from 600 to 1200 °C at a rate of 2.0 

°C/min. Finally, it was hold at 1200 °C for 2 hrs to further allow sintering of the oxygen electrode 

LSM. Subsequently, the hot box is cooled from 1200 °C to 30 °C. The as-prepared oxygen 

electrode/electrolyte/inter-layer/hydrogen electrode (OEIH) is utilized for energy storage in SOEC 

mode and for energy release in SOFC mode.   

 

2.2 SOEC/SOFC polarization investigation 

Two surfaces of the fired OEIH with different oxygen electrodes are linked with gold meshes 

and gold wires for performance tests. The Dia. of the circular hydrogen and oxygen electrodes are 3.0 

cm and 1.7 cm, respectively. The OEIH is mounted into a commercial test hardware (CHINO Inc., 

Japan) for further performance investigation. The as-assembled test hardware is mounted into a hot 
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box for temperature set between 550 and 850 ℃\. Elevated temperature resulted from renewable energy 

(ex. geothermal heat) would lower electricity required to produced H2 in the SOEC mode, and thus 

lead to higher energy storage capability. In the SOEC mode, H2 gas of flowrates of 250 ml/min with 

different humidity (30, 50, 70, 90 vol.% H2O) are directed to the surface of hydrogen electrode.  The 

produced H2 from SOEC mode is then used to produce more electricity in the SOFC mode. In the 

SOFC mode, air with a flowrates of 700 ml/min and a H2 gas with flowrates of 250 ml/min, are 

directed to the surfaces of the oxygen electrode and the hydrogen electrode, respectively. Test 

equipment for SOFC/SOEC investigation is also provided by the CHINO Corp., Japan. Before 

SOEC/SOFC investigation, the H2 electrode (NiO/YSZ) has to be reduced to a Ni/YSZ H2 electrode to 

improve the electro-catalysis capability in the H2 electrode. To learn the long-term stability of these 

OEIHs with different oxygen electrodes, the operational mode in either the SOFCs and SOECs are 

changed alternatively for 10 cycles (one SOFC + one SOEC = one cycle) 

 

2.3 OEIH impedance test 

In addition to the SOEC/SOFC performance investigation, electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS, CHINO Corp., Japan) of OEIHs are integrated to study the real time electrical 

resistance of the OEIH in SOFC modes. The frequency range used is from 10 mHz to 10 kHz while the 

current is set at 0.5 A. With an appropriate model employed, the resistance of the OEIH is divided into 

OEIH ohmic resistance, and electrode resistances involved an H2 electrode and an O2 electrode, 

respectively. 

 

2.5 Micro-structure study 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, model JSM-5600, Jeol Coro., Japan) is employed to learn 

the particle micro-structure and the porosity of all portions of the OEIH. With the assistance of SEM, 

micro-structure changes of the oxygen and hydrogen electrodes could be detected after the sintering 

procedure and after SOFC/SOEC test. Furthermore, the interfaces of different constitutes would be 

detected to study the agglomeration after sintering. The agglomeration of different constitutes is an 

important task as the SOEC/SOFC is in operating mode. 

 

2.6 X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (Phillips diffractometer, PW1710), a non-destructive analytical technique, is 

employed to learn constitute micro-structure, chemical ingredient, of the OEIHs. According to the 

diffraction angle and the intensity of a produced peak, the constitute ingredient and micro-structure of 

the oxygen electrodes and hydrogen electrodes are detected and compared before and after 

SOFC/SOEC operation.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Polarization study of SOEC/SOFC 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. (a).  Influences of temp on SOEC/SOFC polarization of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSCF; 

(b). Influences of temp on SOEC/SOFC polarization of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSM 

 

Current-voltage figures, utilized to evaluate OEIH polarization in SOFC modes and SOEC 

modes, are graphed as a function of temp and are illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) for OEIH with 

oxygen electrodes – LSCF and LSM, respectively. In SOFC mode, air flowrate of 700 sccm, and H2 
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flowrate of 250 sccm are directed to the surfaces of the oxygen electrode and the hydrogen electrode, 

respectively. For OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSCF, the current densities (CDs) at a volt of 0.6 V 

are 84, 138, 176 mA/cm
2
 at temps of 600, 700, and 800 ℃, respectively. For OEIH with oxygen 

electrodes – LSM, the CDs at a volt of 0.6 V are 99, 218, 283 mA/cm
2
 at temps of 600, 700, and 800 

℃, respectively. In SOEC mode, H2 flowrate of 200 sccm with 60 vol. % humidity) is directed to the 

surface of the hydrogen electrode. For OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSCF, the CDs at a volt of 1.3 

V are -19, -45, -93 mA/cm
2
 at temps of 600, 700, and 800 ℃, respectively. For OEIH with oxygen 

electrodes–LSM, the CDs at a volt of 1.3 V were -39, -51, -82 mA/cm2 at temps of 600, 700, and 800 

℃, respectively.  SOFC/SOEC performances improve with raising temps [11-14]. The factors 

dominate this result are: O
2−

 penetrate the YSZ electrolyte, and electro-chemical reaction on the 

electrode are thermally-activated.  In addition, OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM performs better 

compared to that with oxygen electrode – LSCF in SOFC mode whereas OEIH with oxygen 

electrode – LSCF performs better in SOEC mode.  

Besides the influence of temp, influence of humidity on SOFC/SOEC with oxygen electrode-

LSM, LSCF are reported as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b), respectively. In SOFC mode and for 

OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSCF, the CDs at temp of 800℃ were 141, 123, 111, 107 mA/cm2 

with humidity of 30, 50, 70, and 90 % vol.% H2O, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 2. (a). Influences of humidity on SOEC/SOFC polarization of OEIH with oxygen electrode: 

LSCF; (b). Influencessof humidity on SOEC/SOFC polarization of OEIH with oxygen 

electrode: LSM  
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In SOEC mode, and for OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSM, the CDs at temp of 800℃ were 

143, 127, 121, 119 mA/cm2 with humidity of 30, 50, 70, and 90 % vol.% H2O, respectively. For OEIH 

with oxygen electrodes – LSCF, the CDs at temp of 800℃ were -70, -94, -100, -113 mA/cm2 with 

humidity of 30, 50, 70, and 90 % vol% H2O, respectively. For OEIH with oxygen electrodes–LSM, the 

CDs at temp. of 800℃ were -8, -17, -37, -48 mA/cm2 with humidity of 30, 50, 70, and 90 % vol% 

H2O, respectively. The performance of SOEC improved with increasing humidity while performance 

of SOFC decreased with increasing humidity [10, 15, 16]. Although OEIH with oxygen electrode – 

LSM performs slightly better compared to that with oxygen electrode – LSCF in SOFC mode for all 

kinds of humidity, OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM performs much worse compared to that with 

oxygen electrode – LSCF in SOEC mode. Results by Marina [17] also showed LSCF performs better 

compared to that with oxygen electrode – LSM in SOEC mode, although different composition of 

home-made (La0.6Sr0.4)0.98 Co0.2 Fe0.8 is utilized. 

 

3.2 Characterization by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. (a). Effect of temperature on EIS spectra of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSCF; (b). Effect 

of temperature on EIS spectra of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSM 
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To further investigate the influence of temp on the oxygen electrodes of the OEIH, an 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is conducted, followed with SOFC experiment. The 

frequency range used is from 10 mHz to 10 kHz while the current is set at 0.5 A. As shown in Fig. 

3(a), the cell ohmic resistances of OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSCF are 3.31 Ω‧ cm2, 3.34 

Ω‧ cm2, and 3.52 Ω‧ cm2 at temps of 800, 700, 600 ℃ under high frequency operation ,respectively. 

The cell ohmic resistances increase with decreasing temp.. Cell ohmic resistances are simplified as the 

resistance of the electrolyte Hence, the electrolyte resistances increase with decreasing temp. meant 

that the oxygen ions penetrating through the electrolyte are thermally activated. Under low frequency 

operation, the intersects of a semi-circle with the x-axis of represents polarization resistances of the 

electrodes. As illustrated in Figure 3(a), the electrode resistances are 7.0 Ω‧ cm2, 8.3 Ω‧ cm2 and 27.2 

Ω‧ cm2 at temperatures of 800, 700 and 600℃ respectively. Since polarization resistance of hydrogen 

electrodes is typically small for operating on hydrogen fuel, the polarization resistance can be 

attributed to oxygen electrode only. Thus r the oxygen electrode resistance also increased with 

decreasing temp. Thus, the oxygen reduction at the oxygen electrode are also thermally activated. 

As shown in Figure 3(b), the cell ohmic resistances of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM are 

4.56 Ω‧cm2, 4.61 Ω‧cm2, and 4.85 Ω‧cm2 at temperatures of 800, 700, 600 ℃, respectively, 

under high frequency operation. The cell ohmic resistances are higher compared to that OEIH with 

oxygen electrode-LSCF. Under low frequency operation, the electrode resistances are 6.5 Ω‧ cm2, 8.1 

Ω‧ cm2 and 11.2 Ω‧ cm2 at temps of 800, 700 and 600℃, respectively. The polarization resistances of 

oxygen electrode are lower compared to that OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSCF. From the EIS 

study, it is concluded that the lower electrode resistance of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM 

contributed to higher SOFC performance compared to that of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSCF as 

shown in Sec. 3.1. Thus, it is concluded that the oxygen electrode polarization is critically significant 

for SOFC. 

 

3.3 Cyclic durability test of SOEC/SOFC 

Besides the investigation of temp and humidity on SOFC/SOEC characterization, cyclic 

durability tests are also executed to study whether the OEIH constitutes be influenced under 

SOFC/SOEC alternately operation. As illustrated in Figure 4 (a) for OEIH with oxygen electrode – 

LSCF, when operated in SOFC mode, the CDs at voltages of 0.6 V are 158, 134 and 126 mA/cm2 for 

cycle 1, cycle 5 and cycle 10, respectively. The performance drop of cycle 5 and cycle 10 are 15.1 % 

and 20.7 % with cycle 1 as basis. As illustrated in Figure 4 (b) for OEIH with oxygen electrode – 

LSM, when operated in SOFC mode, the CDs at voltages of 0.6 V were 239, 211 and 192 A/cm
2
 for 

cycle 1, cycle 5 and cycle 10, respectively. 
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Figure 4. (a) Cyclic durability test of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSCF; (b) Cyclic durability test 

of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM 

 

The performance drop of cycle 5 and cycle 10 are 11.7 % and 19.6 % with cycle 1 as basis. 

With ten SOFC/SOEC cycling tests, SOFC performance drop of nearly 20% for OEIH with oxygen 

electrodes – LSCF, and LSM.  
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Figure 5. (a). Effect of cycling on EIS spectra of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSCF; (b). Effect of 

cycling on EIS spectra of OEIH with oxygen electrode: LSM 

 

To analyze the effect of cycling test on the OEIH with different oxygen electrodes (or 

reaction), an EIS test is performed. As illustrated in figure 5(a), the cell ohmic resistances of OEIH 

with oxygen electrode - LSCF are 3.3 Ω‧ cm2, 3.2 Ω‧ cm2, and 3.2 Ω‧ cm2 with cycling number 1, 5, 

10, respectively, under high frequency operation. Under low frequency operation, the electrode 

resistances are 6.5 Ω‧ cm2, 9.2 Ω‧ cm2 and 10.5 Ω‧ cm2 with cycling number 1, 5 and 10, 
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respectively. From the EIS study, it is found that there is no obvious cell resistance increase with 

cycling tests, however, the electrode resistance increases significantly with cycling tests. Asillustrated 

in figure 5(b), the cell ohmic resistances of OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM are 4.7 Ω‧cm2, 4.8 

Ω‧cm2, and 4.8 Ω‧ cm2 with cycling number 1, 5 and 10, respectively. The electrode resistances are 

6.0 Ω‧ cm2, 6.3 Ω‧ cm2 and 6.7 Ω‧ cm2 with cycling number 1, 5 and 10, respectively. Apparently, 

both cell resistance and electrode resistance increase slightly with increasing cycling numbers. 

Although SOFC performance drop of nearly 20% for OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSCF, and LSM, 

the EIS spectra is quite different during cycling tests. Therefore, microstructure characterization is 

particularly important to further investigate the microstructure of OEIH structure between post-

sintering and after cycling test.   

 

3.4 Microstructure characterization 

 
 

Figure 6. (a) Cross-section of post-firing OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSCF (oxygen 

electrode/electrolyte, 1,500×); (b) Cross-section of post-firing OEIH with oxygen electrode - 

LSCF (oxygen electrode, 3,000×); (c) Cross-section of OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSCF 

after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling operation (oxygen electrode/electrolyte, 1,500×) ; (d) Cross-

section of OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSCF after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling operation 

(oxygen electrode, 3,000×) 
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To investigate structure varitation during the SOEC/ SOFC cycling operations, analysis of the structure 

of OEIH are essential. The structure would be considerably varied after the OEIH co-sintering process, 

as well as during SOEC/SOFC operation. From side view of OEIH, the structure variation between 

post-sintering and after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling operations is examined. The side view of a post-

sintering OEIH, illustrated in figure 6(a), indicates two layers of the electrolyte (YSZ), and the oxygen 

electrode (LSCF, La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8), respectively. Besides the thickness of oxygen electrode (= 30 

μm), the SEM image indicates the smoothness of the oxygen electrode and its well connection with the 

electrolyte after the sintering process. As illustrated in figure 6(b), the SEM image indicates the 

structure of the oxygen electrode whereas LSCF indicates a less-porous structure after the sintering 

process. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. (a) Side view of post-sintering OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSM (oxygen 

electrode/electrolyte, 1,700×); (b) Side view of post-sintering OEIH with oxygen electrode - 

LSM (oxygen electrode, 3,300×); (c) Side view of OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSM after ten 

SOEC/SOFC cycling operation (oxygen electrode/electrolyte/hydrogen electrode, 700×) ; (d) 

Side view of OEIH with oxygen electrode - LSM after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling operation 

(oxygen electrode/electrolyte, 1,700×) 

 

The side view of the OEIH after ten SOEC/SOFC cycling operation illustrated in figure 6(c) 

indicates an increase of thickness to 35μm (5μm = 35μm - 30μm). Also, big pores within oxygen 

electrode generated (highlighted as ○), as illustrated in figure 6(d). Structure change within the oxygen 

electrode-LSCF after  ten SOEC/SOFC operation has also been found by Fan [18] would be an 
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explanation for the electrode resistance increase and significant performance decrease after ten 

SOEC/SOFC cycling operation discussed in section 3-4 .  

As illustrated in figure 7(a) for OEIH with oxygen electrode-LSM, the SEM image of the 

structure of the oxygen electrode indicates a porous structure after the sintering process. Also, 

thickness increase (4μm = 32μm - 28μm) of oxygen electrode is also observed from figures 7 (b) and 

(d). In addition, there is obvious cavities (highlighted as ○), between oxygen electrode and electrolyte 

after ten SOEC/SOFC cycling test as shown in figure 7(d). This partly explained that ohmic resistance 

increased and thus performance decreased after SOFC/SOEC cycling test. Cavities with considerable 

sizes have also been observed by Li [19] in the interface between the oxygen electrode and electrolyte 

after SOEC operation, without apparent discrete 

 

3.5 X- ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), a non-destructive analytical technique,  is employed to investigate 

constitute micro-structure, chemical ingredient, of the OEIHs. The XRD patterns of the hydrogen 

electrodes, oxygen electrode – LSCF and oxygen electrode – LSM after thesintering process and after 

ten SOEC/SOFC cycling tests are illustrated in figure 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c), respectively.  
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Figure 8. (a). XRD of hydrogen electrode- Ni/YSZ before / after SOEC/SOFC operation; (b). XRD of 

oxygen electrode – LSCF before / after SOEC/SOFC operation; (c). XXRD of oxygen 

electrode-LSM: before / after SOEC/SOFC operation 
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The XRD patterns of the hydrogen electrodes for both post-sintering and after SOEC/SOFC 

operation are slightly different. The generated peaks (solid arrow) and vanished peaks (dash arrow) in 

figure. 8(a) shows that nickel turn to nickel oxide during SOFC/SOEC cycling test. Eguchi [20] and 

Marina [17] indicated Ni/YSZ activity drop when operated at excessive humidity. They concluded that 

excessive humidity and low hydrogen percentage might results in the Nickel oxidation followed by an 

electrode activity loss. With regard to the XRD patterns of the oxygen electrode-LSCF illustrated in 

figure 8(b), the patterns for both post-sintering and after SOEC/SOFC cycling operation are equal. 

With regard to the XRD patterns of the oxygen electrode- LSM illustrated in figure 8(c), the peaks are 

somewhat different after SOEC/SOFC operation compared to those of post-sintering, new peaks of 

unknown constitutes are produced after SOEC/SOFC operation. The XRD patterns of the oxygen 

electrode- LSM after SOEC/SOFC cycling operation are composed of LSM and YSZ. The unknown 

peaks are resulted from the diffusion of YSZ electrolyte to oxygen electrode during SOEC/SOFC 

cycling operation. The composition change as well as weak connection of OEIH with oxygen electrode 

– LSM from electrolyte after ten SOFC/ SOEC cycling test are the main reasons lead to obvious 

performance drop.   

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the co-sintered OEIH with oxygen electrodes – LSCF and LSM, have been 

operated in both SOFC and SOEC modes for energy storage and generation purposes, respectively. 

The performances of the SOFC/SOEC are both thermally-activated, increasing with operating temp. 

Performances of OEIH with oxygen electrode- LSM and LSCF increase with humidity in SOEC mode 

and decrease with SOFC mode. OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSM performs better compared to that 

with oxygen electrode – LSCF in SOFC mode whereas OEIH with oxygen electrode – LSCF performs 

better in SOEC mode. Although SOFC performance drop of nearly 20% for OEIH with oxygen 

electrodes – LSCF and LSM after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling test, the reasons for each case is quite 

different.   Structure change within the oxygen electrode-LSCF after the ten SOEC/SOFC operation 

would be an interpretation for obvious performance decrease after ten SOFC/SOEC cycling operation. 

And, the composition change as well as weak connection (cavities generation) of OEIH with oxygen 

electrode – LSM from electrolyte after ten SOFC/ SOEC cycling test are responsible for the main 

reasons leading to performance drop.   
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